
The most powerful energy advisor available

Earn more from 
your Solar System

Pulse® is an intelligent in-home system that  
monitors and advises you how to reduce your energy  
costs and earn more from your solar system.

Pulse® Analytics will identify specific saving opportunities  
for your home that can save you hundreds of dollars  
each year. Pulse® can be installed as part of a  
new or existing solar system, or for homes considering  
solar to reduce their energy costs.

Introducing Pulse®,  
your energy management  
system

> Let Pulse® Analytics find you the cheapest energy  
   plan each year based, on your unique energy  
 usage requirements. (average $451 saving per year)† 

> Guaranteed solar outage alerts, or we’ll pay for your  
   lost solar revenue#.

> Home battery recommender – Pulse® Analytics will 
   pinpoint when it makes financial sense to invest in  
   a battery solution.

> Install Pulse® before installing solar and let          
  Pulse® Analytics calculate the perfect solar system for  
   your energy needs.

> Bill forecasting and alerts – set a budget and  
   Pulse® Analytics will help you avoid bill shock.

> Home control of air conditioning, lights and  
   plug loads^.

> 24/7 Live data monitoring.



Pulse® Analytics continually monitors your unique energy profile and solar system to ensure you are maximising 
your savings. For example, Pulse® Analytics finds the average customer $451 in yearly savings on their electricity bill. 
That’s an additional $11,275 in savings over the life of your solar panels†.

Boost your solar savings 
by 21% per year

Pulse® also provides solar monitoring. Did you know  
that solar system outages usually go undiagnosed for up to 
4-5 months, costing you over $600. 

Pulse® guarantees to protect your solar investment by 
notifying you of an outage – if we don’t, we’ll pay you for your 
lost solar revenue!

Guaranteed solar  
outage protection

Enquire Today!
please call us on 1300 442 328 or visit us at www.beatenergy.com.au

> $500 guaranteed energy savings*

> Always be on the best electricity plan†

> Home battery recommender

> Solar system size recommender

> Bill forecasting and alerts

> 24/7 Live data monitoring

The most powerful energy 
advisor available

†Energy plan recommendations are selected from publicly available retail plans, lifetime saving based on average $451 annual saving applied over solar panel life of 25 years.  
*Pulse® guarantees to find $500 in savings over 3 years, or we’ll pay you the difference between your identified savings and the $500 guarantee. ^Control features may require  
additional equipment. #Pulse® system must be active to claim the guarantee. Full details of all terms at emberpulse.com.au

Pulse® can save you
an additional $11,275 over
the life of your solar panels

Years Pulse® Installed

Total Pulse® savings (average)


